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1 INTRODUCTION 
Longitudinal studies which have serial observations on the same unit have been 
used widely in applied sciences, and have been discussed often in the statistical 
literature. Other terms used to describe such a situation are repeated-measures, 
panel data, and growth-curve study. In these studies, it is important to take into 
account the variation among individuals or imits. For this purpose, the models 
which have random effects are most frequently xxsed. This dissertation considers 
a general multivariate model for longitudinal studies with possibly multivariate 
responses for each imit at each time point. For fitting such a model, two important 
issues are discussed. One issue is concerned with the fact that an estimator of a 
covariance matrix involved in the model needs to stay in the parameter space of all 
normegative definite symmetric matrices and must be allowed to be singular of any 
rank. Another issue which has not received much attention in the literature is that 
of determining which coefficients or effects should be treated as constant instead of 
random over individuals. 
To introduce the general miiltivariate mixed effect model, first consider the imi-
variate mixed effect model with nested error structure. The response yij for the 
J—fch individual in the i—th. group satisfies 
Vij =/3'xij + Ui + eij, i = j = 1,2,-(1.1) 
where is a A: x 1 vector of imknown fixed parameters, is the A: x 1 explanatory 
variables, Uj's and e^'s are independent random variables with mean zero's, and 
variances of itj and are (jy^ and respectively. For this model. Fuller and 
Battese (1974) gave estimators of variance components using the fitting-constant 
method. Searle et al. (1992) gives an overall review of the variance component 
problems for the tuiivariate model. 
Model (1.1) can be extended to a multivariate mixed effect model with the nested 
error structme as follows: 
Y i j  ~  "I" + Gij, 2 = 1, 2, * • • , 71, J = 1, 2, • • • , Tj, (1'2) 
where is the p x 1 response vector for j—th individual in the z—th group, B is a 
pxk matrix of imknown fixed parameters, Xij is the fc x 1 explanatory variable, iij's 
and eij's are independent random vectors with mean zero vectors, and covaraince 
matrices of Uj and are $ and S, respectively. For a balanced special case of (1.2) 
with common Tj, only the overall mean as the fixed effect, and imrestricted $ and 
S, Klotz and Putter (1969) and Bock and Petersen (1975) derived the maximmn 
likelihood estimatior (MLE), and Amemiya (1985) derived the restricted maximum 
likelihood (REML) estimator. Amemiya and Fuller (1984), Schott and Saw (1984), 
Anderson (1984), and Anderson et al. (1986) discussed the MLE and likelihood 
ratio (LR) test criterion for the balanced model with a rank condition on $. The 
algorithms for computing the maximimi hkelihood (ML) and REML estimators 
have been introduced by Meyer (1985), Calvin and Dykstra (1991, 1992), and 
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Calvin (1993). Remadi and Amemiya (1994) discussed asymptotic properties of 
the estimators and Remadi and Amemiya (1992) treated the problem of testing the 
rank of a covariance matrix. 
Another type of univariate models with a covariance matrix to be estimated is 
the random or mixed coefficient regression. The univariate response yij for the 
j—th. measurement on the i—th individual follows the model 
Uij ~ Xjj + OLjZij + 6ij, Z = 1, 2, • • • , 77/, J = 1, 2, • • • , Ti, C^*^) 
where /3 is a fc x 1 vector of unknown fixed parameters, Xy and are fc x 1 and g x 1 
explanatory variables, oci has the qxl mean vector fj. and Varfaj] = $, eij has mean 
zero and Var[ey] = (t^, and a, and are independent random variables. Model 
(1.3) can capture the individual differences by allowing some regression coefficients 
to be random, and can explain intrarindividual covariance structure which may 
not be explained in model (1.1). Model (1.3) with the covariate Zy consisting of 
polynomials in time j is often referred to as the univariate random effect growth-
ciarve model. Model (1.3) reduces to model (1.1) when q = \ and zy = 1. 
Potthoff and Roy (1964) discussed growth curve analysis in detail, and Rao 
(1965) developed the theory of least squares in growth-ciurve analysis. See also Griz­
zle and Allen (1969), Lee and Geisser (1972), and Azzalini (1987). Rosenberg (1973) 
and Fearn (1975) used Bayesian methods, and Harville (1977) provided sximmaries 
and overall reviews for the general univariate problem. Expectation-Maximization 
(EM) algorithms for the univariate random effect and coefficient models have been 
discussed by Dempster et al. (1981), Laird and Ware (1982), and Laird et al. 
(1987). Jennrich and Schluchter (1986) and Lindstrom and Bates (1988) devel­
oped a derivative-based (i.e., Newton-Raphson) method for computation. Model 
(1.3) with autoregressive error structures has been discussed in Chi and Reinsel 
(1989), Rochon and Hehns (1989), and Rochon (1992). DeGruttola et al. (1991) 
introduced the univariate growth-curve model with errors in covaiiates for random 
effects. Also, Carter and Yang (1986) and Gumpertz and Pantula (1989) derived 
the asymptotic properties of the fixed parameter estimators for special models. 
Amemiya (1994) introduced a general multivariate random effect repeated mea-
siure model which contains both (1.2) and (1.3) as special cases. The pxl response 
vector Yij and the explanatory variables kx 1 Xij and qx Izij for the j—th mea­
surement on the i—th individual satisfy 
Yij ~ Bxy -l- A-iZij "H Cij, ® — 1) 2, * * •, Ti, J = 1,2, • • •, rj, (l-^) 
where B is a p x A: matrix of unknown fixed parameters, Aj's are p x q random 
matrices with the pq x pq matrix ^ as the covariance matrix of uec(Ai), e^'s are 
pxl random error vector with the mean 0 and the p x p covariance matrix S, 
and At and Cy are independent. Here, we used the vec notation such that, for any 
ax b matrix V =(vi,v2,'",v6), vec{y) = (v'j, Vj, • • •, Vj,)', ab x 1. Model (1.4) 
is the multivariate extension of model (1.3), and model (1.2) is a special case of 
model (1.4) where 9 = 1, E[Ai] = 0, and Zy = 1. For the structmre of the random 
coefficient Aj possibly due to a grouping of individuals and other covariates, it is 
assumed that 
A, = r(Wf (g) I,)-1-Uj, i = l,2, (1.5) 
where Wj is the s x 1 covariate vector, F is a p x gs matrix of imknown fixed pa­
rameters, ® is the Kronecker product, and the Ui's are px q independent random 
matrices with E[Uj] = 0 and Var[vec(Ut)] = i = 1,2,• • • ,n. The single pop­
ulation or common mean case is obtained by setting s = 1 and Wj = 1. Reinsel 
(1982, 1984) has considered a special balanced case of model (1.4) with no Bxjj 
term, rj = r for all i, and free of i. For this model, the generalized least squares 
(GLS) estimator of the fixed parameter is the same as the ordinary least squares 
(OLS) estimator. Exact iirference procedures for variance covariance components 
are possible in that special model. 
In models (1.1)-(1.4), a common problem in estimation of variance covariance 
components is that of the parameter space. A variance estimate should be noimeg-
ative, and a covariance matrix estimate shoiild be nonnegative definite to stay in 
the parameter space. Also, it must be allowed that an estimate takes value on the 
boundary. Thus, a variance estimate may be zero, and a covariance matrix estimate 
may be a nonnegative matrix of any rank. In fact, such boundary cases provide 
useful exploratory information during the model building stage. For the balanced 
miiltivariate random effect model. Hill and Thompson (1978) and Bhargava and 
Disch (1982) calculated the exact probabihties that an ANOVA type estimate of 
the between group covariance matrix is not in the parameter space. They reported 
that such a probability can become very large as the dimension increases. 
The EM algorithm for special models uses an expression of a covariance matrix 
estimate which is positive definite with probabiUty one. See, e.g., Laird and Ware 
(1982). Hence, it tends to take an unusually large number of iterations for an EM 
estimate of a covariance matrix to approach a singular matrix. The properties of 
the EM algorithm when the maximimi of the likelihood occms on the boimdary 
are not well known in general. Some papers have recommended the use of the 
Cholesky decomposition of a covariance matrix in handUng the parameter space 
problem. See Schott and Saw (1984), Azzalini (1987), Lindstrom and Bates (1988), 
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and Chi and Reinsel (1989). However, such a method has multiple roots problems 
or ignore the possibility that the maximiun can occur at a matrix with two or 
more rank deficiency. For the multivariate nested random effect models, Calvin 
and Dykstra (1991, 1992) and Calvin (1993) introduced new algorithms to obtain 
the REML estimates in the parameter space. For other special cases, see, e.g., 
Klotz and Putter (1969), Bock and Peterson (1975), Amemiya (1985), Anderson 
et al. (1986), Carter and Yang (1986), Fuller and Harter (1987), and Remadi and 
Amemiya (1994). 
The literature on statistical inferences for random coefficients has been limited. 
Rao (1969) and Lee and Geisser (1972) discussed the miivariate random coefficient 
model with a special pattern of the error covariance matrix. Under such a special 
pattern, the GLS estimator of fixed parameters is the same as the OLS estimator. 
Chinchilli and Carter (1984) also investigated the same problem in the multivariate 
random coefficient model. The test for deciding whether the whole effect is con­
stant or random was introduced by Azzalini (1987) in the univariate growth curve 
model. For problems of testing the structure of random coefficients, the traditional 
Ukelihood ratio tests do not seem to be practical, because the null hypothesis is on 
the boimdary of the parameter space. For a special case, Kiuriki (1993) derived the 
asymptotic distribution of the likeUhood ratio test for a mixture of chi-squared dis­
tributions. An asymptotic testing procedure for the random coefficient variability 
was introduced by Amemiya (1994) for the model (1.4). 
In the next chapter, the special case of model (1.3) with Zy being free of i 
is considered. Algorithms for the ML and the REML estimators are developed 
and justified. The estimation problems for the general multivariate model (1.4) 
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and their special cases are discussed in Chapter 3. Slightly different approches 
are used in univariate and multivariate models. For the general model (1.4), a 
new noniterative estimator is also introduced. Chapter 4 presents relatively simple 
methods for testing the structiu-e of random coefficients in model (1.4). Some 
numerical results on difl&culties with existing procedures and on simulation studies 
are given in Chapter 5. Conclusion of this dissertation is given in Chapter 6. 
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2 ALGORITHMS FOR UNIVARIATE MODELS 
2.1 The Model 
Consider a special case of model (1.3) with ri=r and Zy free of i. The model 
used here can be rewritten as follows: 
Yi = + Za, + Bi, i (2.1) 
where 
Yi = 
Z = 
( \ 
yn 
yi2 
\ Vir j 
( \ 
Zl 
Z2 
y Zr y 
Xi = 
Ci = 
( \ 
Xil 
Xi2 
y  X j j .  j  
/ \ 
6il 
ef2 
y Sir y 
and the dimensions of y^, Xj, and Z are r x 1, rxk, and rxq, respectively. Here, 
Ki and Z are known model matrices, /3 is a fc x 1 xmknown fixed parameter, aj's 
and Gf's are independent random vectors, E[oti] = fi, Var[oti\ = $, qx q, E[ei] = 
0, and Var[ei] = cr'^Ir. We consider the estimation imder the normaUty assumption 
that oti ~ and e, ~ N{Q,a'^lr). In model (2.1), Z is common for all 
individuals, but can be very different. This model is used widely in application. 
For example, Xj may include the dummy variables for treatment groups and some 
general covariates for fixed parameters, and Z may include intercept and lower 
order polynomials in time representing an individual growth curve or trend. We 
assiune that ^ is a q x q unknown nonnegative definite matrix, and that cr^{> 0) 
is imknown. Let 
a i  =  f i  +  U i ,  i  =  (2.2) 
Then, we can rewrite model (2.1) as 
yj = X.7 + Zui + Bi, i = 1,2, •••,??,, (2.3) 
where 
X* = (Xi,Z), r x { k  +  q ) ,  
1 = (/3',At')', {k + q)xl. 
Let 9 = (cr^, $) denote the parameter containing all the unknown variance and 
covariance components. It follows that 
Ely , ]  = X--,, 
Varly,] = V(9) = Z#Z'+ 
and 
^^ou[yt,yj] =0, i , j  =  1 , 2 , - • - , 7 1 .  
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For the estimation of the fixed effect parameter 7 to make sense, we assume that 
X* has full colimm rank. For this model, algorithms for computing the ML and 
REML estimates are developed in the next two sections. The algorithms allow 
for possibly singular estimates of and obtain estimates in the proper parameter 
space for all possible samples. 
2.2 Algorithm for ML Estimation 
For observations yi,• • • ,yTi satisfying model (2.3), consider -2 times the loga­
rithm of the Ukehhood function 
%. 9) = n log IV(«) I + f^iy, - X;T)'V-'(e) (y, - X-7). (2.4) 
1=1 
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of 7 and 0 are those values in the pa­
rameter space minimizing £(7,9). To accomodate the possibihty for the minimiun 
to occur at a singular ^ of any rank, we avoid a derivative based method and a 
method based on the assiunption of nonsingiilax $. Instead, we use the fact that 
the minimirai of £(7,0) in (2.4) for a given 7 or for a given 0 is available. For each 
given value of 0 in the parameter space, £(7,0) in (2.4) is minimized with respect 
to 7 at 
(x;xrv-'(fl)x') f:x;'v-'(s)y,. (2.5) 
\i=l / i=l 
Following a result in Anderson et al. (1986), Theorem 1 gives the value of 9 in the 
parameter space that minimizes ^(7,0) for a given value of 7. 
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Theorem 1 For any given 7, define 
M = -(Z'Z)-^Z'TZ(Z'Z)-\ 
n 
s ^  =  - r ^ t r { ( l r - F ^ ) T } ,  
n{r — q) 
where 
T=5:(y<-x;7)(yi-x:7)', 
Z=1 
Pz = Z(Z'Z)-^Z'. 
Let di> d2> •-• >  d q >  0 be the roots of jM — ds^(Z'Z)~^| = 0, and let W be the 
q x q othogonal matrix such that 
i(Z'Z)5M(Z'Z)5 =WDdW', 
s^ 
where = Diag{di, ^ 2, • • • i dq}. Then, £(7,0) in (2.4) is minimized with respect 
to 6 over the parameter space at 
' { r - q )  + ELm+i d j  ^2 = (2.6) { r - q )  +  ( q -  m )  
$ = (Z'Z)-5W(^Hs^Dd ^ - ctX)W(^)'(Z'Z)-5, 
where 
W = W(2)), = Diag{d^,d2, • • •, d^}, 
is the m X m identity matrix, is q x m, m is the largest integer < q 
satisfying 
dm > 4' (^-V 
and it is understood that ifm = q then and $ = M — s^(Z'Z)~^. 
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Proof. The determinant and inverse of V can be written (Swaniy(1971)) as 
|V| = |,T^I.||i(Z'Z)||$ + ,72(Z'Z)-'|, 
V-' = -!5(t.-Z(Z'Z)-'Z') + Z(Z'Z)-'W + <r^(Z'Z)-']-'(Z'Z)-'Z'. (T^ 
Hence, 
e{'y,e) = n(log|$ + (T2(Z'Z)-^| + tr{M[$ + (T2(Z'Z)-^]-i}) (2.8) 
+  n { r - q )  ( l o g C T 2  +  - 5  .  
Let > ^2 > • • • > <5^9 > 1 be the roots of 
[$ + a2(Z'Z)-^] - 8(t\Z'Z)-^\ = 0, 
and write 
^(z'z)5[# + cr2(z'z)-^](z'z)i = rD^r, 
where F is orthogonal matrix, and 
Tis = Diag{6uk, -' • ,^ q}-
Then, 
^(7,0) = ri.{r - q) flog ^ 
+77. ^gloga^ + ^log^f + ^tr{Dj^r'WD<iW'r}^ 
-nlog|Z'Z|. 
An inequality by von Nevimarm [Anderson et al. (1986)] can be used to show that 
the minimum of (2.8) with respect to orthogonal T'W is 
s2 9^ ^ s2 9 di 
nr log+ n{r - q)—^ + n'^log6i + n— - nlog |Z'Z( (2.9) 
i=i ^ i=i 
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being attained at T'W = I. 
We now minimize (2.9) with respect to 6i > 62 >•••> 6q (> 1). Since the 
function (2.9) is a concave function of and i = 1,2, • • •, g, the minimmn of 0"^  Oi 
(2.9) is uniquely determined. The derivatives of (2.9) with respect to 5i, • • • 
and are 
n  s ^ d i  „ 
6i V(5?' 
nr ns^ [(r - q) + ELi (2.10) 
Thus, given 
r2 ((T2) 
c2 
6 i = <  
s 
—di i = l,2,---,m, 
i = m + 1, • • •, g, 
where m satisfies 
2 2 
(J (J 
Plugging this into (2.10) and checking (2.11) for m = qf, q — 1, • • •, we obtain the 
result. • 
Note that the m satisfying (2.7) can be easily foimd by starting with m = q and 
decreasing m by one at a time and choosing the first m satisfying (2.11). Based on 
(2.5) and Theorem 1, the following iterative algoritm can be used to compute the 
MLE of the tmknown parameters in model (2.3). 
ML Iterative Algorithm 
( n \ 1 
i=l / t=l 
Set h  =  0 .  
14 
• STEP 2: Compute 
= E(y-X:7^''))(yi-X:7^''))', 
1=1 
MW = i(Z'Z)-^Z'T^'')Z(Z'Z)-S 
n 
^2(h) ^ 1 .tr{(I^-Pz)TW}. 
n [ r - q )  
Compute of (2.6) with and in place of M and s^. 
Set /i = /i + 1. 
• STEP 3: Compute VC") = 
Update 7^') = (^ Xf^ XtVC')"Vi-
\<=i / f=i 
Go back to STEP 2. 
The above iteration continues until a certain convergence criterion is met. For 
example, we can use the difference of log-likeUhood as a convergence criteron, i.e., 
< e, 
for some small value e. By construction, this algorithm monotonically decreases 
as h increases. Although the algorithm does not use any particular 
acceleration modification, om niunerical experience has shown that the convergence 
always occurs within a rather small number of iterations. See Chapter 5. 
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2.3 Algorithm for REML Estimation 
The REML likeUhood function is the likelihood based on the error contrasts 
which are free of the fixed effect parameters. Following Harville (1977), -2 times 
the logarithm of the REML hkeUhood function can be written as 
£„(«) = log|V(9)|+log|X"V->(e)X*| 
+ ( y  -  x ' j m y y ' m  ( y  -  .  
(2.12) 
where 
y = 
X' = 
( \ 
yi 
Yn 
' X? ^ 
\ ^ n  J  
A T x  1 ,  
A*" X ( k  +  q ) ,  
Y*{e )  = Var[y] 
= In®V(») 
= (Z$Z' + (T%), 
(X^/y-i (0)X*) X*'V*-^ (0)y, 7(0) 
N = nr. 
16 
The value of 0 in the parameter space that minimizes £n(0) is the REML estimator 
of 0. Our algorithm for computing the REML estimate in any part of the parameter 
space is based on two results. For the first result, define a function 
g(T!, 9) = log |V*(^)| +log |X*'V*-i(^)X*| + (y-X*7/)'V*-^(0)(y(2.13) 
for 0  in the parameter space and any ( k  +  q )  x  I  r f .  Then 
U 0 ) = 9 m 9 ) , 0 ) .  
Theorem 2 Given 0i, let 02 be the value of 0 in the parameter space that mini­
mizes g{'y{0i),0). Then, Ir{0i) > £r{02). 
Proof. Since 5(7(^1)) > 5(7(^1)1 ^ 2) for all 0 in the parameter space, and since 
giv, O2) is minimized with respect to 77 at t; = 7(^2)' follows that 
= 5(7(^1), 0i) 
> 5(7(^i)>^2) 
> g{l{0^).02) = UB2). • 
This theorem suggests an iterative procediure where, given 0^'^\ 5(7(0^''^), 0) is 
minimized to obtained . To carry out the minimization, we use another result 
which follows a similar argument in Goldstein (1986). Let -q be given, and let 
T* = (y-X*T7)(y-X'r7)'-
Then, 
g{'n,0) = \og\V*{0)\+log\X*'V*-\0)X*\+tr{T*Y*-\0)}. 
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For any a and 0 in the parameter space for 0, define 
g'{v.cc,e) = log |V(9)| +fr{T"(c<)V-'(e)}. (2.14) 
where 
T"(a) = T* + X* (x*'V*-^(a)X*) ^ X*'. 
Theorem 3 Let 0i and 02 be values in the parameter space for 0 such that the 
directional derivative of g*{rj,0i,0) at 0 = 0i in the direction from 0i to 02 is 
negative. Then, the directional derivative of g{r}, 0) at 0i in the direction from 
01 to 02 is also negative. 
Proof. Let 6m be the m — th element of 0. Then, 
d g M  ^  d{\og\V*{0)\+tr{T*Y*-\0)}) 
dOm d9m 
+tr [X*'V*-\0)X*) X* dOr, 
and 
dg*{v, a, 0) d (log |V*(0)1 + fr{T*V*-i(0)}) 
dOr, dOr, 
+tr X* (X*'V*-^(a)X*) 
Thus, 
dg*{'n,a,0) 
d0 
QSS0 
d g j r j ,  0 )  
80 ' 
Hence, the directional derivative of g*{rj,0i,0) at 0 = 0i is identical to that of 
g{'n,0) at 01. • 
Although this result is stated in terms of derivatives, it can be apphed to the 
cases with singvilar values of $ by re-parameterizing the parameter space for each 
18 
given raiik of $ and considering derivatives over such a re-parametrized space. 
Theorem 3 suggests the use of g*{rj,oi,6) for the minimization of for a 
given value of r j .  Noting that V*(0) is block diagonal, we can write 
g-{ri,a. 6) = nlog |V(«)|+fr |f:T«;(a)V-'(e)|, 
where T**{ol) is the r xr i — th block diagonal part of T**(a) such that 
Ty(c«) = E(yi - x;.,)(y, - x;.,)'+x; (x-'v-Ha)x*)"' x-' . 
1=1 
Hence, given r} and a, g*{Ti,ot,6) in (2.14) has the same form as ^(7,0) in (2.4) 
with given 7. Thus, Theorem 1 can be used to obtain the minimimi of g*{r], a, 0) 
for given 77 and a. Hence, given 77, g{ri,0) in (2.13) can be minimized by iterating 
over t the minimization of g*{rf, 0^*\6) to obtain using the result of Theorem 
1. Combining this with the result of Theorem 2, we obtain the following two-fold 
iterative algorithm for the REML estimator of 0 taking values in the parameter 
space. 
Two-fold REML Iterative Algorithm 
• STEP 1: Compute = (X*'X*)"^ X^y. 
Set = 0 evaluated at = 1 and $ = 0. 
Set h = Q and t = 0. 
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• STEP 2.1: Compute 
T(M) = X^(yi-X:77W)(yi-X.V'))' 
i=l 
i=l ^ ^ 
= -(Z'Z)-^Z'T(''''^Z(Z'Z)-\ 
n 
^2(h,t) ^ ^ ^tr{(I^-Pz)T(^'*H . 
n(r — q) 
• STEP 2.2: Compute of (2.6) with MC'-*) and 
in place of M and s^. 
Set t = t + l. 
Go to STEP 2.1 unless a convergence criterion is met. 
• STEP 3: Compute 77(''+i) = 
Set = 0^''\ 
Set h  =  h + \  and i = 0. 
Go to STEP 2.1. 
This algorithm has two-fold iterations, each of which requires a convergence 
criterion. For example, we can use 
< ei 
for the sub or inside iteration, and 
< £2 
for the main or outside iteration, where ei and 62 are pre-set small numbers, and 
th is the final sub-iteration number for the h — th main-iteration. In this two­
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fold iteration, by Theorem 3, the convergence in the inside-iteration corresponds 
to the minimization of B) for a given and hence Theorem 2 implies the 
decrease of in (2.12) over the outside-iteration. 
It is possible to reduce the two-fold iteration to a one-fold one by performing only 
one step in the inside-iteration. This can be archieved by not completely minimizing 
g{rf^\6), i.e., by not updating a in g*{T],ot,9) during the inside-iteration. To 
justify this simpler algorithm, we need an alternative to Theorem 2. 
Theorem 4 Let Oi and 02 he values in the parameter space for 6 such that the 
directional derivative of g('y{6-J, 0) at 0 = 0\ in the direction from 0i to 0i is 
negative. Then, the directional derivative of£fi{0)at 0 = 0i in the direction from 
01 to 02 is also negative. 
Proof. Recall that i R { 0 )  = g{'y{0), 0). Thus, by the chain rule. 
dU0) dg{r,,0) 
d0 drj 
dgiv, 0) 
•7=7(0) 
d l { 0 )  dgiri^) 
80 00 v=ifW 
80 v=y(.o) 
because 77 = ^ { 0 )  minimizes g{r}, 0) and so 
dgiv, 0) 
drj = 0. »?=7(®) 
Hence, the result holds by following the arguement iised in the proof of Theorem 3 
and the discussion stated following the proof of Theorem 3. • 
This result justifies performing only one-step minimization in the inside-iteration 
in the above algorithm. Performing this one-step process utihzing Theorem 3, we 
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obtain the following one-fold iterative algorithm for computing the REML estimate 
oi0. 
One-fold REML Iterative Algorithm 
STEP 1; Compute = (X*'X*)"^ X*y. 
Set 0^°^ = 0 evaluated at cr^ = 1 and ^ = 0. 
Set h = Q. 
STEP 2: Compute 
= E(yi-X,V'))(yi-X*r7W)' 
i=l 
+f^x* 
i=l ^ ^ 
= -(Z'Z)-^Z'T(''^Z(Z'Z)-^ 
n 
• STEP 3: Compute of (2.6) with MC') and s^C') 
in place of M and s^. 
Compute TyC'+i) = ^ V-
Set h = h+1. 
Go to STEP 2. 
This one-fold algorithm stops when a convergence criterion is met. For example, 
it stops when for a small number e 
< e . 
This one-fold iteration and the inside-iteration of the two-fold method are justified 
by the derivatives. Thus, in practice, some standard method to guarantee the 
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decrease of a function to be minimized, e.g., a fixed niunber of halving a step size, 
can be incorporated. In oin- implementation, such a method was imnecessary. Both 
the two-fold and one-fold algorithms are simple to implement, and will be compared 
numerically in Chapter 5. 
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3 ESTIMATION OF GENERAL MULTIVARIATE 
MODELS 
3.1 The Model 
Consider the most general multivariate model (1.4) and let N = r,-. For 
each individual, the model used here can be written as 
Yi = BXi + AfZi + Ej, i = l,2,*",n, (3.1) 
where 
Yi = (yii,yi2,- ••,ytn), p x r i ,  
Xi = (Xil,Xi2,- k X Ti.  
Zi = (Ztl)Zi2)' •  •  )  ^ i r i ) )  q  X n ,  
Ei ~ (®il) ®i2) • • • ) ®<ri)) p X T i  
Here, Xj and Zi are known model matrices, Ej's are random matrices with E[lEii] = 
0 and V'ar[i;ec(Ei)] = 1^^ ® S, and Aj's are random coefficient matrices which 
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satisfy 
Af = r(wi®I,) + Ui, i  = ,n . 
Recall that £?[Ai] = r(wi (S) Ig) and Var[vec{Ai)] = ^ , a pq x pq nonnegative 
definite matrix. Model (3.1) can be rewritten for all n observations as 
Y = BX + AZ + E, (3.2) 
where 
Y = 
X = 
A = 
Z = 
(Yi,Y2, - - - ,Yn) ,  
(Xi,X2, - - - ,X„) ,  
(Aj, A2)'' *) Afi)) 
Zi 0 0 
0  Z2 • • •  0  
\ 0 0 Zn J 
E  =  (Ei ,E2 , - •  •  ,E„ ) ,  
p X N, 
k x n ,  
p X qn ,  
qn  X N, 
p X N . 
Note that the use of the notation Z is different from that in the previous chapter. 
Incorporating the model for Aj, we can write 
Y = B*X* + UZ + E, (3.3) 
where 
B' = (B,r), p X (k  +  qs) ,  
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X* = 
u = 
z* = 
X* 
\ 
(xt,x5,...,x:), 
( U i , U 2 , - - - , U „ ) ,  
^  X i \  
\ ' 
Z *  =  ( w f ® I , ) Z j ,  
(fe + qs) X iV, 
P X qn, 
qs X iV, 
(fc + qs) X TJ, 
GS X RI. 
As in the miivaxiate model (2.1), we assume that X* has full row rank in discussing 
the estimation of the fixed effect parameter B*. The form (3.3) can also be written 
in a imivariate form as 
7;ec(Y) = (X^' ® Ip)T;ec(B*) + (Z' (8) lp)vec{V) + i;ec(E), (3.4) 
where 
E[vec(Y)] = (X*'®Ip)vec(B*), 
Var[veciY)] = n*($,S) 
= (Z'®Ip)(I„®$)(Z®Ip) + Ijv®S 
= S/ocfc Z?iap{(Z'® Ip)$(Z 0lp), • • •, 
(Z' ® Ip)^(Z ® Ip)} + Ijv (Si S . 
Although (3.4) is in the univariate form, the comphcated parameter space for the 
covariance components $ and S makes it difl&cult to apply estimation procediures 
developed for the standard imivariate models. In the next 4 sections, estimation 
procedures appropriate for multivariate models are developed. 
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3.2 Iterative Estimation Procedure for Covariance 
Components 
If # and S are known in model (3.3), then B* can be estimated by applying the 
GLS method. Estimation of # and S is not as simple. To develop the estimation 
procedures for # and S, we first consider estimation for a particular situation 
with balanced structure. It will turn out that such consideration plays a key role in 
developing procedures for various multivariate models. For any pq x pq nonnegative 
definite # and any p x p positive S, consider a function 
r(#,S) = ni(log|$ + C®S|+ir{M($ + C(8)S)-^) (3.5) 
-f- n2 (log |S| + . 
for two symmetric positive definite statisticspqxpqM andp x p S ,  and for a known 
qx q symmetric positive definite matrix C, where ni > pq and n2 > p. Note that 
the function (3.5) can be considered a likeUhood fimction where two independent 
statistics M and S satisfy 
niM~ Wp,($ + C®S,ni), naS ~ Wp(S,n2), (3.6) 
and Wai'^tb) denotes the a-dimentional Wishart distribution with covariance ma^ 
trix 'i' and degrees of freedom b. A particular balanced case of model (3.1) has 
(3.5) as the log likelihood function. To minimize ^*(#,S) in (3.5) over the proper 
parameter space for $ and S, an iteration between $ and E is considered. First, 
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r(#,S) is minimized with respect to # for given S. This can be archieved by 
adapting known results in Amemiya and Puller (1984), Anderson (1984), Amemiya 
(1985), and Anderson et al. (1986). To minimize £*($,S) with respect to S for 
given the iteratively re-weighted generalized least squares method (IGLS) is 
used. For the first minimization with respect to $, we have the following result. 
Theorem 5 For given "S, let di > d2 > • • • > dpq >Q be the roots of |M — d{C (8> 
S)1 =0, and let W he the pq x pq orthogonal matrix such that 
M = (C (g) S)5WDdW'(C (g) I))i 
dd = idiag{di^d2t • • • j ^pg}-
Also letm be the number ojdi's greater that 1. Then, S) in (3.5) is minimized 
with respect to $ in the parameter space at 
4 = (C ® S)5W(^)(DJ^^ - IJW(^^'(C ® S)i (3.7) 
where 
W = (wW, W(2)), Di') = Diag{d,,d,, • • • ,dm}, 
and Im is the m X m identity matrix, and is pq x m. Here, it is understood 
that ifm = pq then # = M — C ® S. 
Proof. See Amemiya and Fuller (1984, Theorem 1), Anderson (1984), and Fuller 
(1987, Theorem 4.1.2). • 
To nunimize £*($,S) with respect to S for given $, observe that imder (3.6) 
E[vech{M.)] = vech{^ + C (gi S) 
Var[vech{M)\ = —K+[(^ + C 0 S) ® ($ + C (g) S)] K+', 
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E[vech{S)] = vech(S), 
Var[vech{S)] = —K+(S0S)K+', 
n2 ^ 
where 
K+ = (k;,K„)-'k;,, ipg(p? + l )xpV.  
KJ = (1^K,)-'K;, ip(p+l)xp^ 
and Kfc is the x |6(6 + 1) matrix satisfying vec{A) = KbVech{A) for a 6 x 
b symmetric matrix A. Here, we used the vech notation such that, for a 6 x 6 
symmetric matrix A, vech{A) is a ^6(6 +1) x 1 vector containing the elements on 
and below the diagonal of A starting with the first column. Thus, given #, we can 
write 
\ 
vech( I q  (E> S) 
vech{1j) 
\ 
+ e (3.8) wec/i[(C-5 (8) Ip)(M - $)(C-5 ® Ip)] 
vech{S) 
where E[e] = 0, z = 1,2. Note that imder (3.6) 
ni(C-5 0 Ip)M(C-5 0 Ip) ~ typ,[F($, S), m], 
where 
F(<&, S) = (C-2 0 Ip)$(C-5 0 Ip) +1, 0 S, 
Var [vech ((C"^ 0 Ip)(M - 0 Ip))] = [F($, S) 0 F($, S)] K+'. 
Thus, 
(3.9) 
yar[€] = V($,S) = Vx($,S) 0 
0 V2($,S) 
\ 
where 
Vi(«,E) = -K+IF(#,E)®F(».S)|K+', 
V2(^,S) = ^KJ(S®S)K+'. 
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Note also in (3.8) that 
vech{lq ® S) = K^gVec{Iq O S) 
= k^^kvecih) 
= K+KKpVech{i:), 
where 
K = 
\ Ip ® e? / 
®Ip, p^q^xp^, 
Ig ~ (®1) ®2) ' • • ) ®g)' 
Thus, the GLS estimator of S in (3.8) given V = V($, S) is 
(x'oV-%)"'x'oV-Vo, 
where 
yo = 
Xn = 
^ vech[{C-^ (8)Ip)(M - #)(C-5 ® Ip)] ^ 
\ 
K+KKp 
V ^5P(P+1) / 
vech{S) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
^pg{pq + 1) + ^ p{p + 1) X ^p(p 4-1). 
This generalized least squares can be iterated for a given # by iteratively updating 
S in V by S. The next theorem gives a justification that such an iterative procedure 
can be used to minimize ^*($,S) with respect to S given 
Theorem 6 Let $ and Si be given. Let S2 be the GLS estimate (3.10) given Si, 
i.e., 
vechij:^) = (x;,V-^($,Si)Xo)"'x;,V-i($,Si)yo. 
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Then, the directional derivative o/£*(#,Xl) with respect to 53 evaluated at 11 = Hi 
in the direction from Si to 532 is negative. 
Proof. The linear GLS estimate 532 minimizes 
?o(53, Si) = (yo - Xo?;ec/i(S))'V-i($,Si) (yo - X^vechiH)) 
with respect to S, and go is quadratic in S. Thus, the directional derivative of 
go(S, Si) at S = Si in the direction from Si to S2 is negative. Let 
M* = (C-5 ®Ip)M(C" ®Ip), 
and write F = F(#, S) in (3.9). Then, we can write 
r($, S) = fco + ni (log IF] + tr(M*F-i)) + 0,2 (log |S| + ir(SS-^)) . 
Note that for the (i, j) — th element (Tij of S, 
dF 
where Ey is the pxp matrix of zeros except the (i, j) and {j, i) elements being one. 
Thus, 
= niir{F-i(F-M*)F-^(I,®Ey)} 
+ n2ir{S-HS - S)S-iEy} 
dcij 
= -2(yo-Xoi;ec/i(S))'V-i($,S) — 
ocij 
vech{ lq  ®  S) 
vechcs) 
\ 
Hence, 
ar($,s) 
d(t{j 
ago(S,Si) 
S=Si da. i] S=Si 
and the result follows. 
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Hence, given #, ^*($, S) can be minimized with respect to E by iterating (3.10) 
over Si and S2 and possibly adjustmg the step size in the direction of wec/i(S2—Si) 
based on the value of S) for the given #. Since $ = ^(S) in Theorem 5 given 
S minimizes £*(#, S) over the parameter space of $, ^*(#,S) decreases by up­
dating $ given the previous S before computing the next IGLS procedure for S. 
Given the form of $(Si), S2 in (3.10) is a weighted average of a nonnegative defi­
nite matrix and the positive definite S. As our numerical experiences have shown, 
S2 given 4(Si) is always positive definite, although a detailed algebraic proof is 
not straightforward. These justify the following iterative algorithm for minimizing 
^*($, S) in (3.5) with respect to both $ and S. 
Two-fold IGLS Algorithm 
• STEP 1: Set = S. 
Compute in (3.7) with 
Compute yo°^ in (3.11) with $ = 
Set h = 0 and a = 0. 
• STEP 2.1: Compute sC'-'^+D of (3.10) with V = SC*-")) 
and yo = y^''^ 
• STEP 2.2: Set a = a 4-1. 
Go to STEP 2.1 imless a convergence criterion is met. 
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• STEP 3: Compute $(''+1) in (3.7) with S = SC'-"). 
Compute in (3.11) with $ = 
Set h =  h+l and a = 0. 
Go to STEP 2.1. 
Each of the two-fold iterations requires a convergence criterion. For example, we 
can use 
< ei 
for the sub or inside iteration, and 
for the main or outside iteration, where ei and are pre-set small numbers, and ah 
is the final sub-iteration number for the h—th main-iteration. In the sub-iteration, 
a standard method to guarantee the decrease of ^*($,S) in (3.5), e.g., a fixed 
niunber of halving a step size, can be incorporated in practice. That is, if 
£*(${'') ^ S(M)) _ s(M+i)) < 0, 
then the step size adjusted version 
S(M = + (1 _ 5)S(M-I)^ 5=1 11... (3.12) 
2 4 8 
can be considered. Note that new in (3.12) is always positive definite. Note 
also that if the sub-iteration in fact minimizes S) with respect to S, then 
by Theorem 5 
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(3.13) 
As in Section 2.3, the sub-iteration can be reduced to a single step without mini­
mizing S) and without losing the property in (3.13). Thus, an alternative 
one-fold iteration algorithm is possible. 
One-fold IGLS Algorithm 
• STEP 1: Set = S. 
Compute in (3.7) with 
Compute yo°^ in (3.11) with # = 
Set h = 0. 
• STEP 2; Compute of (3.10) with V = V(4(''), S^'')). 
Compute in (3.7) with S = 
• STEP 3; Compute in (3.11) with $ = 
Set h = h+1. 
Go to STEP 2. 
The convergence in this algorithm can be checked by, e.g., considering 
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3.3 ML Estimation for a Partially Balanced Model 
In model (3.1), consider a special case where ri = r and Zj = Zq, i = 1,2, • • •, t?,. 
For this case, the covariates for the random coefficients Aj are common over indi­
viduals, but Xi's can be unbalanced. As discussed in Section 2.1 and 2.2, many 
practical uses of random coefficient modeling, e.g., polynomial growth curves, have 
this structure. Here, corresponding to the multivariate response Yi, the random 
coefficient Aj is p x g in (1.5). Under (1.5), for each individual, 
Yj = BXj + AjZo + Et (3.14) 
= BXj + r(wi (8) Ig)Zo + UfZo + Ej 
= B*x; + UiZo + Bi, i = 1,2,..., n, 
where 
B* = (B,r), 
/ 
px {k + qs), 
Xi 
,  {k - { -  qs )  X r  .  
y (Wi (8) lg)Zo ^ 
In a vmivaxiate form, let yi = vec{Yi) and 
Yi = (X*' ® Ip)T;ec(B*) + (Z{, ® lp)vec{\5i) + vec(Ei), 
where 
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fi(#,S) = VarlYi] 
= (Zq (g) Ip)$(Zo ® Ip) + Ir ® S, 
Cov[vec{Yi),vec{Yj)] = 0, i ¥" 3 • 
We propose a computational algorithm for the ML estimation under the assumption 
that vec{\Ji) and vec^Ei) have independent normal distributions, i.e., vec{\Ji) ~ 
iV(0, $) and vec{Ei) ~ iV(0,Ir i8i S). For all n observations, model (3.14) can be 
written as 
Y = B*X* + UZS + E, (3.15) 
where 
[k + qs) X N, 
qn X iV, 
{k + qs) XTi . 
y = wec(Y) 
= (X*' ® lp)vec{B*) + {Z*o'® Ip)uec(U) + ?;ec(E), 
where 
X* 
z^ 
= (xj,x;,..-,x:), 
X* = 
In ® ZQ ,  
^ X. ^ 
(wi®I,)Zo J 
In a univariate form, 
Var[vec{Y)] = fi'($,S) 
= I„c8)n($,S) 
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Note that -2 times the logarithm of the likelihood function is 
£(B*,#,S) = nlog|n($,S)| 
+i: (yi - (X." ® lp)vec{B-))' n-'(S, S) 
1=1 
(y, - (Xr ®Ip)«ec(B*)) 
= nlog|f2($,S)l+ir{Toon-'($,S)}, 
(3.16) 
where 
Too = E (Yi -  (Xr ® Ip)^;ec(B*)) (y,- - (Xf ® I,)veciB*))'. (3.17) 
f=i 
As in the univariate model, for any given values of # and S in the parameter space, 
^(B*, $, S) in (3.16) is minimized with respect to B* at 
-1 
>,ec(B-)= x:(x;®ip)o-'(s.s)(xr®ip) Ew®wn-'(s,s)y, . 
\i=l / i=l 
(3.18) 
Let Ra be a (r — g) X r matrix satisfying R2R2 = Ir-9 and RaZJ, = 0, and let 
R = (ZoZ'o)-iZo 
R2 
Given B*, let 
y* = 
V y2i 
= (R <8) Ip) {Yi - (Xr (8> Ip)vec(B*)), 
where yj^ is pg x 1 and y^i is p{r — g) x 1. Using 
n-^(#,S) = I,®S-i-(Z'o0]:p)(I,(8iS-^)# 
[# + $(ZoZ(, ® S-^)$]^(I, ® S-^)(Zo ® Ip), 
(Z'o.R'a), R -1 _ 
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(R®Ip)12($,S)(R'(8)Ip) = 
RR' = 
\ 
$ + (ZqZo) ^ (8) S 0 
0 Ir-q ® S 
''(Z„Zi)-i 0 
Ir—i 9 j 
we can write 
£(B*,$,S) = nlog|(R®Ip)fi($,S)(R'(8>Ip)|-nlog|RR'g)Ip| 
+ Ey;'(R'-' ® Ip)^^~'(^,S)(R-^ ®Ip)y* 
t=i 
= nlog 1$ + (ZoZ'o)"^ (S) S| + n(r - g) log |S| 
+ nplog IZoZ'ol + Ey2i(Ir-9 ® S-^)y;i 
1=1 
+ Eyu {ZoZj, ® 23-1 _ (2^2;, ® S-i)^ 
t=l 
[$ + $(ZoZ[, (8) S-i)$]"' $(ZoZ(, (8) S-i)yt,} . 
Hence, 
where 
= nplog IZoZ'ol 
+ n [log 1$ + (ZoZ'o)-i ® SI 
+ ir{M($ + (ZoZ;,)-i(8)S)"'|] 
+ n(r-9) log [|S| + tr{SS-i}], 
M 
S 
^Eyiiyu 
"i=i 
iJ 
n r-g 
E Ey2,j,iy2,i, j.i' 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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' y2.i,i ^ 
yii = 
^ yi ,T-q,i y 
and is px 1. Hence, given B*, (3.19) is in the form (3.5) with ni = n, n2 = n{r— 
q), C = (ZoZo)~\ and M and S as defined in (3.20). Therefore, the minimization 
of (3.19) given B* with respect to ^ and E can be achieved by either of the two 
algorithms given in Section 3.2. Correspondingly, we have a three-fold and a two­
fold algorithm incorporating (3.18). The following three-fold iterative procedme 
requires one-fold iteration between B* and ($,S), two-fold iterations between ^ 
and S. 
Three-fold ML Algorithm 
• STEP 1: Compute vec{B*^^^) in (3.18) with $ = 0 and S = Ip. 
Compute and 8^°^ in (3.20) with B*= B*^°\ 
S e t  t  =  Q .  
• STEP 2: Do the two-fold IGLS algorithm in Section 3.2 
with MW, SW, C = (ZoZo)-S and = S«. 
• STEP 3: Compute in (3.18) with the final estimates of 
$ and S in STEP 2. 
Compute and in (3.20) with B*= B*^'\ 
Set t  =  t  +  l .  
Go to STEP 2. 
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Two-fold ML Algorithm 
The same as the three-fold ML algorithm with STEP 2 replaced by 
• STEP 2: Do the one-fold IGLS algorithm in Section 3.2 
with MW, S«, C = (ZoZo)-S and = S('). 
Both of these algorithms require convergence criteria. For STEP 2 in both, 
those described in Section 3.2 can be used. For the main or outside iteration, the 
difference in ^ (B*, S) evaluated at the current and previous main iteration values 
can be used. 
3.4 REML Estimation for a PsirtiEilly Balanced Model 
For model (3.15) in the previous section, -2 times the logarithm of the REML 
likelihood function is 
^r($,S) = inie) (3.21) 
= log \ci*{0)\+log i(x* ® ® ip)| 
+  ( y -  i X * '  0 Ip)wc(B*)) n*-\0) (y - (X*' 0 Ip)«ec(B*))', 
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where 0 = (#, S), and B*(0) satisfies 
vec{B*{e)) = ((X* ® Ip)f2*-^(0)(X*' (8) Ip))~' (X* 0 Ip)f2*-'(0)y . (3.22) 
The value of 6 in the parameter space which minimizes £r{6) is the REML estimator 
of 9. Define 
g{i,e) = \og\n*{e)\ + iog\{x.*0ip)n*-\e){x*'®ip)\ (3.23) 
+ (y - (X" ® Ip)^)' (y - (X*' ® Ip)^), 
for 9 in the parameter space and any p{k + 9s) x 1 Then, Theorems 2 and 4 with 
7(0) = vec(B*(0)) apply to iniO) in (3.21) and g{$,0) in (3.23). Let ^ be given. 
For any a = (#0, So) and 0 in the parameter space for 0, define 
g*{tc,0) = \og\n*{0)\+tr{T*{a)n*-\0)}, (3.24) 
where 
T*(a) = (y-(X*'®Ip)e)(y-(X"®Ip)£)' (3.25) 
+ (X" (8. Ip) ((X* ® Ip)n*-^(a)(X*' ® Ip))"' (X* ® Ip). 
Then, Theorem 3 applies to g{^,0) in (3.23) and g*{^,a,0) in (3.24). Since 
f2*(0) = I„ ® ^(0), we can write 
g*{^,<x,0) =nlog\n{0)\ + tr{TM^~\O)}, (3.26) 
where 
T»(a) = E(y,-(X;'®I,)«)(y-{Xr®!,)«)' 
i=l 
+f:(x;' ®i,) ((X* ® ip)n-'(a)(x*' ® I,))"' (x* ®i,). 
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Hence, (3.26) has the same form as £(B*,#,S) in (3.16) with Too= Too(a() and 
B* given, and the minimization of g*{^,oc,9) given ^ and a can be achieved by 
the IGLS method of Section 3.3. Thus, the REML algorithm can be developed by 
combining the results in Sections 2.3, 3.2, and 3.3. The main or overall iteration is 
between  ^and 0 in g{^ ,0). Given new 6 is obtained by iterating between a and 9 
in g*{$, a, 0). This part can be an one-fold iteration or an one-step procedure as in 
Section 2.3. The updating 6 from a is actually done by the iterative GLS procedure 
based on either two-fold or one-fold IGLS algorithm in Section 3.2. Therefore, 
depending on the choices of two possible a updating methods and of two IGLS 
methods, we can have fotu:-fold, two different three-fold, and two-fold iterative 
procedures. For simplicity, we describe only the foxir-fold and two-fold algorithms. 
Four-fold REML Algorithm 
• STEP 1: Compute as vec{'B*{9)) in (3.22) with $ = 0 and S = Ip. 
Set as 0 with # = 0 and S = Ip. 
Set t = 0 and s = 0. 
• STEP 2.1: Compute Too(a^'''^) of (3.26). 
Compute and in (3.20) with Too(a^''®^) 
as Too in (3.17). 
Set h = 0. 
• STEP 2.1.1: Do the two-fold IGLS algorithm in Section 3.2 
with MC'), SW, C = (ZoZo)-\ and = 8^. 
• STEP 2.2: Compute using the final estimates of $ and S in STEP 2.1.1. 
Set s = s 4-1. 
Go to STEP 2.1 imless a convergence criterion is met. 
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STEP 3: Compute as vec(B*{9)) in (3.22) and as 9 
with the final estimates of # and S in STEP 2.2. 
Set t = t + l and s = 0. 
Go to STEP 2. 
Two-fold REML Algorithm 
STEP 1: Compute as uec(B*(0)) in (3.22) with $ = 0 and S 
Set as 0 with $ = 0 and S = Ip. 
Set t  =  0 .  
STEP 2: Do the one-fold IGLS algorithm in Section 3.2 
with M and S computed from Too(A(')) of (3.26) as 
Too in (3.17), C = (ZoZq)"^, and such an S as 
STEP 3: Compute as vec{B*{e)) in (3.22) and as 6 
with the final estimates of $ and S in STEP 2. 
Set t = t + 1. 
Go to STEP 2. 
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3.5 Estimation Procedures for The General Model 
In Section 3.3 and 3.4, the ML and the REML estimation algorithms were devel­
oped for the partially balanced multivariate model. Here, the general multivariate 
model (3.1) is considered. Incorporating (1.5), we write 
Yi = B*X* + UiZi -i- Ei, 
where 
B- = (B,r), 
x; = 
\ 
Xi 
(Wi (8l lg)Zi 
To consider ML estimation, assume that Uj and Ej are independent and normally 
distributed, and that ri> q for all i. As before, we consider iterating between B* 
and 0 = (#, S). Given 0, the MLE of B* is 
i;ec(B*) = 
where 
5:(x-®ynr'(e)(x,"®i,) 
.1=1 
- 1  
i=l 
= (Z^ ® Ip)$(Zi- ® Ip) + Irj ® S. 
Given B*, a set of sufficient statistics for 6 consists of bj, i = and 
vech{S), where 
hi = vechiViV'^, 
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Ui = (Yi-B*xnz;(z,z;)-S i = l,2,...,n, 
S = ^i:(Yi-B-x;)[i„-z;(z,z;)-'z,](Y,-B'x-)', 
d = Ort-g). 
t=i 
Thus, following the argument in Section 3.2, the IGLS approach can be used to 
maximize the likelihood given B* with respect to 0. As in Section 3.2, this can be 
achieved by iterating between # and S. Given S, write 
b* = bj — vech{Ci ® E), 
Ci = 
Then, consider a regression problem 
bj = vech{^) + r/i, 
where 
Var[n,] = Vi = 2K+(n:®n')K+', 
€1^ — $ -f- Cj ® S. 
Given S and a previous i.e., given Vj, the GLS estimator of $ is 
vech(i') = (i;v-A Evr'b*. 
\i=i / 1=1 
This is equivalent to 
",tr 
where 
Gi = 
g2 = 
"'i=i 
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This form and Theorem 5 suggest the following adjustment to guarantee that # is 
in the parameter space. Let di > d2 >-•-> dpq he the roots of |Gi — dG2\ = 0, 
and let P be the matrix satisfying 
Gi = PDdP', 
G2 = PP', 
= Dicig{di,d2,''',dpi^y. 
Let m be the nvraiber of d'^ s greater than one, and let = Diag{di ,d2,---, dm}, P = 
(p(i) p(2))^ with pq xm P(^\ Then, $ satisfying 
vech{^) = vech 
is always in the parameter space. Given such a $ as write 
br = hi- vech{^) = vech((JiU'i - $). 
Then, the GLS estimation of S given $ and a previous S is 
vech{t) = (EW^Vribr + V^'vechiS)^ , 
where 
w, = (C,®I,)K+KKp, 
Vo = |KJ(S®S)KJ'. 
A A A 
These $ and S can be iterated to obtain 0, and then the iteration between 0 
and B* can be conducted using Theorem 3 as in Section 3.4. Another rotmd of 
iteration associated with g*{^,a, 0) can be incorporated for the REML approach. 
Such procediures produce estimates in the parameter space, allow for $ of any 
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rank, and compute the ML and REML estimates if 4 is positive definite. For the 
cases with singular showing that these estimates are in fact the ML or REML 
estimates does not seem to be straghtforward. Instead, we propose a simple non-
iterative estimator oiO = ($, S) for the general multivariate model, which reduces 
to the ML estimator for two extreme special cases, i.e., the cases with either p = 1 
ov q = l (and with balanced Xi, Z^, and Wj). 
Consider the fitting-constant approach to the general model (3.2), and let 
(B,A)  =  Y(X' ,Z')  
L\ 
( X' Z' ) 
-1 
s = Ar37i;:;5v(i„-p,x..z'))Y', 
where 
P(x',z') = (X', II)  
LV z 
( X' Z' ) 
-1 
It follows that. 
where 
We can write 
B = YMzX'(XMzX')"\ 
A = (Y - BX)Z'(ZZ')"\ 
Mz = IAT - Z'(ZZ')~^Z. 
Ai = (Yi-BXi)Z;(ZiZ9-^ 
= A + [Ei-h(B-B)Xi]Z^(ZiZr\ 
vec(Ai) = ToWi + vec(Ui) + [(ZfZ-)"^Zi i8> Ip]vec{Ei) 
+[(ZiZ^)-iZiX; (8) lp]vec{B - B), 
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where To is the pq x s re-arrangement of the elements of F in (1.5). Recall that 
Ai = r(wi (g Ig) + Uj, z = 1,2, • • •, n. Define SSu = F(In — Pw)F') where 
W = (wi,W2,---,w„)' nxs, 
F = [uec(Ai),---,uec(A„)], pqxn. 
To motivate the fitting-constant method, we compute S[SSu]. Let 
Uo = [uec(Ui),---,i;ec(U„)], 
el, = [{ZiZ';)-'Zi®I,]vec{Ei), 
e;, = [(ZiZ^)-^ZiX',(8lp]vec(B-B), 
Eq j  =  ( S j i ,  •  •  •  j  —  1,2 .  
Then, 
£;[SSu] = £;[Uo(In-Pw)Uy+£;[Eoi(I„-Pw)E;,i]+E[Eo2(In-Pw)E(,2], (3.27) 
because Ej and Uj are independent, B is free of Uj, and vec{EiZi) and i;ec(B—B) = 
vec (EMzX'(XMzX')~^) are imcorrelated. The first term in (3.27) is (n - 5)$. 
To obtain the second term, we write 
Eoi(In-Pw)Ej)i = (Ql,-.-Qi)Goi 
^ q\  ^ 
ql 
where 
ql = (ZiZ;)-^Zi®Ip, 
Goi — 
G°1 ®i 
0 
,01' 
(In — Pw) 
^01 :.0l' 
-n / 
e° = 7;ec(Ei). 
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The expectation of the {{i, j, k),{l,a,b)) — th element of Goi is 
(I„ - Pw)iiCTfci, if i = I, and j = a, 
0 , otherwise. 
Thus, the second term in (3.27) is 
(In — Pw)ll(Iri ® S) 0 
(Ql,---Qi) 
0 (In — Pw)nn(Ir„ ® 2) \ Qn / 
E(In-Pw)n(ZiZ'i)-^ 
.i=l 
® s. 
For the third term in (3.27), write 
Eo2(In-Pw)E^2 = (Q?>---QDG< 02 
V Q S ;  
where 
Q? = (ZiZ'J-'ZiXi(XMzX')-5®S5, 
Go2 = 
0 ^ 
,02 
 ^ .02' 
(In-Pw)  
0 
0 
,02' 
e°2 = [(XMzX')^ ® S-^j ^ec(B - B). 
Thus, V'ar[e°^] = Ifcp, and the expectation of (h, I)) — th element of G02 is 
(In Pw)/ii) if I ~ 3i 
0 , if I ¥=j-
Hence, the third term in (3.27) is 
- Pw)ii(ZiZ',)-'ZiX;(XMzX')-'x,z;(z,.z^.)" 
1=1 j=i 
OS. 
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Therefore, letting ni = n — s, M* = ;|^SSu, and 
C = |e(i„ - Pw)«(z,z;)-1 
+ EE(i»- Pw)«(ZiZ|)- 'z,x;(XMzX')-'XjZ;(z,.z;)- '  ,  
i=lj=l ) 
we have 
E [M*] = $ + C ® S. 
The statistics 
$ = M*-C(8)S, 
S = 1y(I;v-P(x' .z' ))Y', 712 = N~{k + nq), 
71,2 ^ ' 
are mibiased for $ and S, respectively, but # may not be in the parameter space. 
However, these statistics can be modified using the idea in Theorem 5 to be in 
the parameter space, and to reduce to the MLE when p = 1 or g = 1 and when 
Xi, Zi,and Wj are balanced. Consider a determinantal equation 
IM* -A(C(8)S)| = 0. 
Let 
(C ® S)-2M*(C ® S)-5 = WAW, 
where W is orthogonal and A is diagonal such that 
A = Di<xg\\\^i > • • • > > • • • > Ap i > • • • > 0}, 
= Diag{Xl > > • • • > A;,}. 
The following method which has two-fold steps provides such a modification. 
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Modification Procedure for The General Model Estimates 
STEP 1: Set h= p. 
STEP 1.1: If Xh^g > 1, then go to STEP 2. 
If Xh,q < 1) then go to STEP 1.2. 
STEP 1.2: If then go to STEP 2. 
ni + n2q 
If xha-i < then go to STEP 1.3. 
ni + n2q 
STEP 1.3: If Xhg-2 > + + then go to STEP 2. 
2ni + n2q 
If xhn-2 < + then go to STEP 1.4. 
~ 2ni + n2q 
STEP l.q: liXhi> then go to STEP 2. 
ni{q-l) + n2q 
If A,,,! < then go to STEP l.(g + 1). 
'^1(9-1)+"29 
STEP l.(g + 1): If /i = 1, then go to STEP 2. 
If /i ^ 1, then set h = h — 1 and go to STEP 1.1. 
STEP 2: Let A/.m be the final A checked in STEP 1. 
Check Xi,j < 1 for {i,j) = {l,m - 1),-• •, {1,1), {I - 1,q), 
. . . ,(Z-l,l),(/-2,g),..-, 
and find I* and m* satisfying Ai*,^* > 1 > A/.^^.+i, 
,  J l,2,---,m-l, for I* = I, 
where m = < ^ ^ 1*  ^ 1 1 l ,2,---,g, fori <1. 
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Define r = 'n+i \j + "•2g ^ y _ ^ x* = and 
77,1(9 ~ mj + 7129 
W = (Wi, W2, W3), A = Block Z?m^{Ai, A2, A3}, 
where dimensions of Wi, W2, W3, Ai, A2, and A3 are pq x R*, pq x {R — 
R*)> PQ X (P9 ~  ^ (-R "" R*) X {R — R*), and {pq — R) x {pq — R), 
respectively. Then the modified estimator $ of $ is 
/ - - \ 
(C(8)S) = (WI,W2) 
y 0 A2 J 
^ w ; >  
Wi. V VV2 y 
(C(8>S)5. (3.28) Ir'  0 
^ 0 tIr-H' 
The estimator $ is always in the parameter space. When # is modified, there 
is some information about S which is available in M*. Correspondingly, a new X3 
incorporating the information in M* and S can be defined. Compute 
Ifl-R* 0 
0 Ipg-R 
M*-# = (C0S)2(W2,W3) TA2 
0 ^ 
/ 
. 0 A 3 ^  \ 
\ 
/ 
/ 
w; \ 
Let 
where 
/ 
(C®S)5 + (C®S).  
1 ' 
H 1=1 
H 11 H 19 
H, 
= (Wa.Ws) 
/ 
0 
0 
jpq-r 
\ 
J \ 
w;, 
Wi \ **3 
99 / VH,i • 
Then, the modified estimator of S is a weighted average of S and H given by 
S = 
-— L(S5HS^ + S) + ri2S 
rii + 77.2 L 
(3.29) 
= C^il—^siHsS+S. 
Vt?-! +71.2/ 
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It can be shown that # in (3.28) and Z3 in (3.29) reduce to the maximum likehhood 
estimators for the two extreme special cases mentioned above. In general, the 
estimation procedure is simple, and keeps the estimators in the parameter space 
for all samples. Under certain conditions on model matrices, the consistency of the 
estimator when n—*oo and fixed rj's can be derived without normaUty assiunption 
on random coefficients and errors. 
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4 TESTS FOR RANDOM COEFFICIENTS 
VARIABILITY 
4.1 Testing Hypotheses 
An important issue which has not been discxissed fully in the literature is that 
of testing for random coefficients variability in model (3.1). This relates to the 
problem of deciding which coeffecients should be treated as constant instead of 
random over individuals. In model (3.1), each Af contains pq random variables 
corresponding to p response variables and q explanatory variables. Not all of these 
random coefficients may be variable over individuals. This can be checked by testing 
for zero variability. The problem is not a standard one because we are testing a part 
of a covariance matrix being zero, not a variance being zero. In other words, we 
need to test some singularity of a covariance matrix. Amemiya (1994) formulated 
such a testing problem, and developed an asymptotic testing procedure. In this 
chapter, the general hypothesis introduced by Amemiya (1994) is discussed, and 
new test procedures are developed. 
The hypothesis that the coefficients of some linear combinations of the q covari-
ates Zj are constant over individuals can be expressed in the form 
(Li ® Ip)#(L'i (8> Ip) = 0, (4.1) 
where Li is a 51 x g specified matrix of rank qi, and 0 is a pqi x pqi null matrix. 
The hypothesis (4.1) means that U,-L'i is constant, since 
Var[vec{\JiL\)] = (Li ®Ip)^(L'i ® Ip). 
The possibility that the coefficients for some linear combinations of the p response 
variables are not random over individuals can be expressed as 
(I , ® L 2)#(I,®L ' 2) = 0 ,  (4.2) 
where L2 is a x p specified matrix of rank pi, Ois a. piqxpiq null matrix. That 
is, L2Ui is constant. Combining (4.1) and (4.2) gives us a general hypothesis for 
the structure of random coefficient in the form 
(Li®L2)$(L;0L'2) = O, (4.3) 
where 0 is a piqi x piqi niiU matrix. We consider testing (4.3). 
The hkelihood ratio (LR) test for (4.3) can be conducted, but does not have 
asymptotic chi-square distribution imder the null because (4.3) is on the boimdary 
of the parameter space. Furthermore, the normality assumption for both Uj and 
Bij is required for the LR test. Since the tests for random coefficients variabihty 
is most frequently needed in a model building stage, relatively simple but accurate 
tests are derived. 
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4.2 A Transformation Test 
In model (3.1) for each individual, consider a gi x n transformation matrix 
Lr,= [Li(ZiZ:.)-'Li]"'Li(Z,Z:.)-%, i  = l ,2 , . - . ,n.  
Then, 
(LI,®L2)i;ec(Yi) = (LJi(8)L2)(X',0lp)t;ec(B) 
+ (Ljf ® L2)(Z- (g) Ip)vec[r(wi (g) I ,)] 
+ (Li i  ® L2)(Z- (g) lp)vec{lJ i)  
+ (Lii®L2)wec(Ei). 
Under the niill hypothesis (4.3), with probability 1, 
(LIi®L2)(Z^®Ip)uec(Ui) 
= QLi(ZiZ:)-iL;]"^Li(ZiZ;)-iZi®L2) (Z;®Ip)t;ec(Ui) 
= QLi(ZiZ;)-^L;]"^ Li ® Ls) vec{Vi) 
= [Li(ZiZ',)-^L;]~^ (Li ® L2)vec{Vi) 
= 0. 
Under the assumption that e^'s are independent normal random vectors, 
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(LJi (gi L2)vec{Ei) = vec{L2EiL*i) 
= vec{Ii2Ei£ii, • • •, L2Et4i) 
~ Ar(o,i,,®s*), 
where S* = L2SL2 and 
=  ^ i X l -
Then, for alH = 1,2, • • •,n, and j = 1,2, • • • gi. 
vec(L2Ei^y) = (£;,• ® L2)i;ec(Ei) ~ iV(0, S*). 
Hence, we can transform model (3.2) to 
where 
Y* = XIBt + Xp^ + E', 
BJ = (L2B,L2r)', nqxpi, 
B2 = (L2UI,L2U2,-• • ,L2U„)', nqiXpi, 
/ *> \ yn 
Y* = 
yt 91 
ynl 
V*' \ Jngi /  
Xii 
-*/ 
XI = 
"•Iqi 
'•nl 
\ *"91 / 
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x; = 
^11 
"•igi 
^nl 
\ 0 
(.»/ \ 
E* = 
^ngi / 
'11 
"191 
•'nl 
\ ®n9i / 
yii = (^^0L2)T;ec(Yi), 
/ - \ 
= 
y*' = 
e*^ = 
i 
^i^ij 
Pi X 1, 
(fc + gs) X 1, 
9 X 1 ,  
® L2)t;ec(Ei) ~ iV(0, E*), pi x 1, 
(Wi (g) Iq)Zi£ij \ 
Zi£ij, 
= 1,2,•••"., j  = l,2,---,gi, 
and the dimensions of Y*, XJ, Xg, BJ, B^, and E* are nqi x pi, nqi x {k + 
qs), nqi x nq, and (k + qs) x pi, respectively. 
Consider api xpi matrix = Y*' ^I„,i - Px;) Y*. Then imder (4.3), 
2 *^2 
and 
= L2(Ui,U2,---,U„)X; 
= L2(UiZxLJi,.. . ,U„Z„Ly 
= 0, w.p.l, 
where mi = nqi - (fc + qs). If (4.3) does not hold, £;(;^H^) - S* is nonnegative 
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definite. In model (3.2), 
G = LjY (l„ - P(x.,z.)) Y'Li- W„ (S-, d ) ,  (4.4) 
where d = N — (k + nq). Furthermore, and G are independent, since 
Y" = (LiYi4i,---,LiYi4,J 
= L2(YX,.--,Y„) 
L*/ 11 
T *' 
•^In 
= L2YZ'(£)mp{[Li(ZiZ0-'L'i] ' Li(ZiZ;)-i}) , 
is a function of YZ', and — P(x',z')) Z' = 0. Hence, any of the four standard 
tests, i.e., Wilks lamda, Lawley-Hotelling trace, Bartlett-Nanda-PhilU trace, and 
Roy maximum root, can be appUed to and G to obtain a test of (4.3) with the 
exact type I error without any distributional assumption on the random coefficients. 
4.3 A Wald Type Test 
An alternative exact test of (4.3) can be obtained by treating the random effects 
as fixed effects. There exists a. q x q nonsingular matrix T such that 
T = 
•>10 
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for some {q — ql) x q LIQ. Using T, we seperate random effects to two parts; one 
which corresponds to the nnll and the other which dose not. Consider 
L2Y = L2B*X* + L2UZ + L2E 
= L2B'X' + L2U(I„ (8> T')(I„ 0 (T')-^)Z + L2E 
= L2B*X* + L2(UxT',---,U„T') 
0 
^2 
= L2B'X* + L2(UiLlo,---,UnL;o) 
T'-^Z, 
\ 
+ L2E 
0 
•>712 / 
+ L2(Ui l ; , . - - ,U„L;)  
••11 0 
nl 
+ L2E, 
where T'~^Zi = 
Hence, 
\ 
and Z*i and Z,*2 are qi x ri and {q — qi) x ri matrices. 
Y° = LoY (4.5) 
- B°X* + U% + U$Z° + E° 
= (B°U°U?) 
/ X* ^ 
ZE + E°, 
where 
B° = L2B', Pi X {k + qs), 
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Define 
L2(UiLio, • • •, UnL'io), Pi xn{q-qi), 
ZJ2 0 
U° 
U? = L2(UiLi,-..,UnL'i), 
Z° 
ZJi 
Zn2 / 
0 
\ Znl ] 
n{q - qi) x N, 
Pi X nqi, 
nqi X N, 
E'' = Jj2^  ~A'^ (0, lyv ® Li2SL/2), Pi X N. 
= Y" (p,x.. zrar) - P(x-,zr)) Y". 
G = Y" (Ia, - P(X., Y". 
where this G can be shown to be equal to G in (4.4). Then, imder (4.3), has 
a Wishart distribution with covariance matrix S* and degrees of freedom m2 = 
rankiX*', Z§', Zf) - rankiX*', Z^') = gi(ra - s), i.e., 
tf-Wp, (S*,gi(n-5)). 
Under the alternative, — S* is nonnegative definite. In addition, and 
G are independent. Thus, any four standard multivariate tests can be applied to 
and G to obtain an exact size test of (4.3) without specifying the distribution 
of the random coefficients. 
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4.4 An EGLS Test 
The tests developed in Section 4.2 and 4.3 are simple to perform and give an exact 
type I error for any distribution of the random coefficients. Thus, these provide 
practical tests for determining or checking the model assumption concerning the 
choice of random coefficients. For the comparison purpose, this section describes a 
more involved and approximate test procedure which may be more powerful than 
the previous two in large samples. In model (4.5), U° is zero imder (4.3), but Ug 
is always random. Thiis, under (4.3), consider model (4.5) without the U? term. 
In such a model, we can estimate = t)ar[t;ec(L2UiLio)] and S* = Var[L2eij] in 
(4.5) using one of the methods in Chapter 3. Using the estimates of and S*, 
the covariance matrix of i/ecCUjZj + E°) can be estimated by V = V($*, S*) such 
that 
V = Block Diag ((ZJ^ g) IpJ^*(ZJ'2 (8> Ipj) +1n® S*-
Then, a model 
yO ^ gOx* + u?Z? + 
can be weighted using V, where E°* = U^Z" + E°. Under such a weighted model, 
A 
we can test U? = 0 by the standard regression theory or if the weight V was treated 
as a known matrix. Such a test statistics has an asymptotic chi-square distribution 
with piQiTi degrees of freedom under (4.3). In the next chapter, this approximate 
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test procedure is numerically compared to the exact test procedures of Section 4.2 
and 4.3. 
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5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
5.1 Problems With The Existing Procedures 
As described in Chapter 1, the existing procedures for computing the ML and 
REML estimates for models of the form (1.4) or its special cases are available, 
but have difficulties associated with the parameter space restriction. Two popular 
existing methods are the EM algorithm and the Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithm 
(or a related derivative-based method). In this section, possible problems in using 
these two existing procedures are illustrated by numerical examples. The most 
often cited problem for the EM algorithm is that of slow convergence in general. 
But, for models such as ours, the fact that the maximum of a function may occiu: on 
the boundary causes difficulties for the EM. In such a situation, the EM algorithm 
can either converge to an incorrect value or fail to reach the true maximum. Laird 
and Ware (1982) mentioned a possible difficulty when the maximum occurs on the 
boundary, but did not elaborate on the topic. To demonstrate such a problem 
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numerically, we consider simple models without fixed effects. For such models the 
algorithm given in Laird and Ware (1982) and the proper EM algorithm given in 
Liu and Rubin (1994) are identical. 
• Example 1. 
We generate a data set using a model 
Uij — bi 6ij, i = 1 , 2 ,  •  •  • ,  1 0 ,  j — 1 )  2 ,  •  •  • ,  1 0 ,  
where 
ei~Ar(0,(T2), 
with the true values = 1 and cr^ = 0.001. For this model, the ML estimates 
(equal to the REML estimates) can be obtained explicitly. The EM algorithm took 
6 iterations to reach the convergence. The estimates are as follows; 
a-2 
MLE 0.8658 0.0316 
EM 0.8974 0 
It is possible for the EM to have = 0. In fact, if = 0 at any iteration 
of the EM, the algorithm stops. Although the parameter space for is generally 
the source of difficulty as seen in the next example, the EM algorithm can be 
problematic concerning cr^ as well. 
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• Example 2. 
Consider a model 
Yi = 
where g = 2, is 3 x 1, and 
bj -f- ©i, % — 1,2, • • •, n, (5.1) 
bi ~ Ar(0,#), 2x1, 
e i  ~  N{Q,<t%), 3 X 1 .  
In model (5.1), the sufficient statistic is yiy'^ . We considered some 3x3 data 
matrices for yiy'i. The true ML estimates can be compiited by the formula in 
Anderson et al. (1986). The EM algorithm was also applied to the data set. For 
this simple model, the EM took 1,000,000 iterations to reach the convergence as 
measured by 10"^^ for the difference in the log likeUhood (£). The results are 
MLE =  
^EM 
( \ 
1.45518 -1.13613 
^ -1.13613 0.88708 
^ 0.82644 -0.64526 ^ 
, ^^^£. = 3.21925, = 7.05413, 
, = 4.23130, tEu = 7.12252, 
/ -0.64526 0.50381 \ 
Clearly, the EM solution does not minimize i. The ML estimate of $ has rank 1, 
while the EM solution is of full rank with eigenvalues 1.33025 and 0.64 x 10~®. Thus, 
the EM estimate of $ is very close to the singularity. But, the actual elements of 
the estimated $ are very different from those of the MLE. 
Another well known approach for maximizing the likelihood function is the 
Newton-Raphson (NR) method. Lindstrom and Bates (1988) developed the NR 
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algorithm for the univariate model of the form (1.3), and suggested the use of the 
Cholesky decomposition of $ to handle the parameter space problem. However, as 
discussed in Chapter 1, such a method may not address the problem completely. 
For example, the PROC MIXED procediure in SAS uses the NR method. In many 
examples, the procedure stopped before a convergence because of an exceedingly 
large number of Ukelihood evaluations. In such cases, the estimate at the final 
iteration was on or near the boimdary of the parameter space or outside of the 
parameter space. 
• Example 3. 
For the data used in Example 2, the PROC MIXED in SAS 6.09 was applied. 
The program failed to converge, and stopped. A part of output and the final 
estimates are: 
The MIXED Procedure 
REML Estimation Iteration History 
Iteration Evaluations Objective Criterion 
0 1 71.58844124 0.60619251 
1 42 70.55079747 0.60619251 
2 41 70.55079747 0.60619251 
$ = ^ 1.59657191 -1.26552886 , 2 3.16375443. 
-1.26552886 0.96383929 
The eigen values of 4 are 2.5846536 and -0.024254. The log likeUhood fimction 
is approaching the true minimum, and seems to be converging. But, $ is not in 
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the parameter spaxie, and $ and are quite different from the actual maximimi 
likelihood estimates. 
It should also be pointed out that the standard errors and p-values printed 
out by the SAS PROC MIXD can be misleading or incorrect. For example, the 
p-value based on the estimated element of its "standard error", and normal 
approximation is printed. Such a p-value for an estimated variance parameter in $ 
is incorrect in terms of testing for zero variance. Proper test procedures are those 
proposed in Chapter 4. 
5.2 Simulation Studies 
In these simulation stiidies, foiu: issues are considered and investigated. First, 
the probabihties for possible singularity of an estimated random coefficient covari-
ance matrix, i.e., being on the boimdary of the parameter space, are numerically 
computed for the vmivariate and midtivariate growth-curve models. Such a study 
does not seem to exist in the literature. Second, the performance of our iterative 
procedures proposed in Chapter 2 and 3 is investigated. The actual nimaber of 
iterations needed for convergence is reported. Also, for the imivariate model, the 
ML, the REML, and initial estimates are compared. Finally, the test procediures 
described in Chapter 4 for the structure of random coefficients are numerically 
compared. 
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• Simulation 1. 
Consider the univariate model (2.3). The fixed effect model matrix X, has a 
duirmiy variable indicator for two treatment groups and a continuous covariate. 
We assimie that the first half of the individuals belong to one treatment group 
with dtramiy variable equal to minus one and the other half to the second with the 
dimamy variable equal to one. The covariate part of Xj is a pseudo JV(1,2) random 
variable generated for each time point and each individual, but stays constant 
over simulation samples. The true coefficients of these two-variables are set to 
be /3 = (1,1)'. The random coefficient model matrix Z corresponds to the second 
order polynomial, i.e., three columns of Z are the intercept and linear and quadratic 
standardized othogonal polynomials in time (measiurement period). For the nmnber 
of individuals and the niunber of repeated measvires, we considered six cases (n, r) = 
(25,5), (25,7), (50,5), (50,7), (100,5), and (100,7). The error variance cr^ is equal 
to 1. For the true value of the following foxu: matrices were considered: 
$1 = 
' ' 2 0 0 ' ^  
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
$2 = 
' ' 2 1 0 ^  
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
$0 = 
( \ 
2 1.5 0.4 
1.5 1.13 0.3 
0.4 0.3 0.5 
$4 = 
^ 2 1.4 1.35 ^ 
1.4 1.0 0.925 
1.35 0.925 0.95 
Note that the ranks of #i and #2 exactly 1 and 2, respectively, and the 
nonsingulai $3 and $4 are close to matrices of rank 2 and 1, respectively. The 
random coefficients and errors Sj were generated as pseudo normal random vari­
ables. For each of 24 combinations of n, r, and 1000 samples were generated. 
For each sample, the ML iteration algorithm given in Section 2.2 and the two-fold 
and one-fold REML iterative algorithms given in Section 2.3 were applied. For all 
samples and cases, all three algorithms converged within a reasonable mmiber of 
iterations without any step-size adjustment. For all three algorithms, the conver­
gence criterion is 10~® for the likelihood function convergence. In addition, the 
initial estimates of # and in the ML algorithm without the parameter space 
modification were computed. 
Table 1 gives the number of iterations and the rank of # for the ML estimation 
algorithm. For nearly all samples, the algorithm converged within 10 iterations. 
The maximim munber of iterations required (out of 24,000 samples) was 21. As n 
and r increase, the required number of iterations decreases. The probability that 
the ML estimate of $ is singular is very large even when the true $ is nonsingiilar. 
The possibihty that the estimated rank is two less than the true is not negligible. 
Tables 2 and 3 represent the resxilts similar to those of Table 1 for the one­
fold and two-fold REML algorithms, respectively. For the two-fold algorithm in 
Table 3, the number of the main-iterations, the total number of sub-iterations, 
and the maximum number of sub-iterations are given. Both one-fold and two-fold 
algorithms converged within a reasonable mmiber of iterations, and gave identical 
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estimates for all 24,000 samples except for 18 where the estimates differed slightly. 
Thus, the rank of the estimate of # for the two-fold algorithm is essentially identical 
to that by the one-fold algorithm, and is not reported. As expected, the munber of 
the main-iterations in the two-fold method is smaller than the number of iterations 
in the one-fold method. But, the total number of iterations in the two-fold algo­
rithm can be large. Thus, the one-fold algorithm seems to suffice for the REML 
computation for the iinivariate model. The rank of the REML estimate of ^ is very 
similar to that of the MLE, because the two estimates are rather similar. Tables 
4-7 provide the mean squared errors (MSE) and the biases of the ML, the REML, 
and the unadjusted initial estimates of selected parameters. Figures 1-8 are the 
boxplots of estimates for selected cases with the horizontal line for the true value. 
The properties of the three estimators are rather similar, except that the initial 
estimator can. be outside the parameter space and tends to have a larger MSE 
and variability. The REML estimator generally has the smallest bias (for cr^, the 
initial estimator is unbiased), but the MLE tends to have the smallest MSE. For 
more complicated or more imbalanced models, we expect the difference between 
the initial estimator with two other estimators to be larger. The difference between 
ML and REML estimators is expected to increase if the niunber of fixed effects is 
increased. 
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Table 1. The number of iterations and the rank of the ML 
estimator of $ in univariate model (percentage) 
Iterations Rank True 
n r $ <5 < 10 > 10 1 2 3 Rank 
25 5 9.4 89.4 1.2 18.9 71.0 10.1 1 
^2 7.0 91.8 1.2 9.8 70.6 19.6 2 
#3 6.3 92.5 1.2 7.6 73.3 19.1 3 
^4 8.0 90.3 1.7 18.2 69.1 12.7 3 
7 15.9 83.4 0.7 27.0 66.6 6.4 1 
$2 10.5 88.1 1.4 11.0 73.3 15.7 2 
$3 7.9 90.6 1.5 9.3 72.9 17.8 3 
^4 10.3 88.8 0.9 22.8 68.5 8.7 3 
100 5 49.9 50.1 0.0 13.5 71.8 14.7 1 
$2 32.7 67.3 0.0 0.7 63.7 35.6 2 
$3 29.9 70.1 0.0 0.8 64.2 35.0 3 
#4 30.9 69.1 0.0 9.8 72.1 18.6 3 
7 68.2 31.8 0.0 17.0 70.8 12.2 1 
$2 45.3 54.7 0.0 1.0 68.6 30.4 2 
$3 44.2 55.8 0.0 0.7 68.7 30.6 3 
$4 47.3 52.7 0.0 12.3 71.0 16.7 3 
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Table 2. The number of iterations and the rank of the REML 
estimator of ^ by one-fold algorithm (percentage) 
Total Rank True 
n r <5 < 10 > 10 1 2 3 Rank 
25 5 0.1 79.4 20.5 16.4 70.5 13.1 1 
$2 0.0 70.6 29.4 8.3 69.7 22.0 2 
^3 0.0 71.4 28.6 6.9 71.8 21.3 3 
$4 0.0 72.1 27.9 15.6 69.3 15.1 3 
7 0.0 86.8 13.2 22.9 69.1 8.0 1 
$2 0.0 81.9 18.1 0.9 71.9 19.1 2 
$3 0.0 78.6 21.4 7.8 72.6 19.6 3 
^4 0.0 79.0 21.0 20.2 69.5 10.3 3 
100 5 0.1 99.9 0.0 12.5 71.8 15.7 1 
$2 0.2 99.8 0.0 0.7 61.5 37.8 2 
$3 0.5 99.4 0.1 0.8 62.5 36.7 3 
^4 0.6 99.4 0.0 9,2 70.9 19.9 3 
7 0.0 100.0 0.0 15.4 69.8 14.8 1 
$2 0.5 99.4 0.1 1.0 65.2 33.8 2 
$3 0.1 99.9 0.0 0.6 67.0 32.4 3 
^4 0.6 99.3 0.1 11.0 70.6 18.4 3 
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Table 3. The number of mam and total iterations and the maximum nimaber of 
sub iterations for the two-fold REML algorithm (percentage) 
Main Total Maximun 
n r <5 < 10 > 10 <20 <40 >41 < 5 < 10 >10 
25 5 1.0 88.7 10.3 0.5 25.6 73.9 0.0 7.7 92.3 
^2 0.9 83.6 15.5 0.5 20.1 79.4 0.0 6.7 93.3 
$3 0.4 84.0 15.6 0.2 18.1 81.7 0.0 100.0 0.0 
^4 0.6 82.9 16.5 0.4 22.3 77.3 0.0 100.0 0.0 
7 1.6 91.3 7.1 1.3 36.3 72.4 0.0 100.0 0.0 
^2 0.4 90.2 9.4 0.2 31.6 68.2 0.0 100.0 0.0 
^3 0.3 88.2 11.5 0.3 25.4 74.3 0.0 100.0 0.0 
^4 0.9 86.3 12.8 0.7 28.8 70.5 0.0 100.0 0.0 
100 5 9.8 90.2 0.0 60.6 39.3 0.1 0.0 100.0 0.0 
$2 4.7 95.3 0.0 45.5 53.3 1.2 0.0 100.0 0.0 
^3 4.0 95.9 0.1 39.5 57.8 2.7 0.0 100.0 0.0 
^4 3.6 96.4 0.0 40.0 58.3 1.7 0.0 100.0 0.0 
7 20.8 79.2 0.0 80.2 19.8 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 
$2 9.5 90.5 0.0 59.5 39.7 0.8 0.0 100.0 0.0 
$3 8.5 91.5 0.0 53.6 45.0 1.4 0.0 100.0 0.0 
$4 7.2 92.7 0.1 55.9 42.7 1.4 0.0 100.0 0.0 
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Table 4. Comparisons of MSE(bias) for 0ii 
in the imivariate model (1000 samples) 
n r ML REML INITIAL 
25 5 0.654(-0.106) 0.723(-0.032) 0.727(-0.267) 
$2 0.744(-0.086) 0.807(-0.013) 0.807(-0.254) 
$3 0.719(-0.044) 0.777( 0.032) 0.802(-0.254) 
$4 0.670(-0.008) 0.730( 0.070) 0.742 (-0.256) 
7 0.692(-0.168) 0.730(-0.098) 0.742(-0.278) 
$2 0.670(-0.152) 0.704(-0.079) 0.714(-0.274) 
$3 0.686(-0.069) 0.736( 0.008) 0.746(-0.249) 
^4 0.655(-0.046) 0.707( 0.032) 0.725(-0.263) 
100 5 0.176( 0.010) 0.180( 0.029) 0.183(-0.055) 
$2 0.184(-0.010) 0.188( 0.009) 0.190(-0.061) 
#3 0.187(-0.009) 0.190( 0.011) 0.201(-0.086) 
$4 0.175( 0.040) 0.180( 0.060) 0.184(-0.059) 
7 0.185(-0.031) 0.187(-0.011) 0.189(-0.071) 
$2 0.183(-0.022) 0.186(-0.001) 0.184(-0.055) 
$3 0.167(-0.009) 0.170( 0.012) 0.176(-0.070) 
^4 0.184( 0.013) 0.188( 0.034) 0.195(-0.067) 
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Table 5. Comparisons of MSE(bias) for 
in the univariate model (1000 samples) 
n r $1 ML REML INITIAL 
25 5 $1 0.114( 0.012) 0.126( 0.015) 0.117( 0.017) 
$2 0.268(-0.060) 0.287(-0.016) 0.256(-0.088) 
$3 0.339(-0.126) 0.355(-0.062) 0.321 (-0.130) 
^4 0.297(-0.100) 0.332(-0.042) 0.289(-0.125) 
7 0.106(-0.010) 0.117(-0.010) 0.109(-0.009) 
$2 0.258(-0.050) 0.278(-0.007) 0.246(-0.074) 
^3 0.344(-0.136) 0.359(-0.072) 0.332(-0.133) 
^4 0.306(-0.106) 0.323(-0.048) 0.303(-0.113) 
100 5 0.028(-0.008) 0.029(-0.007) 0.0299-0.008) 
$2 0.070(-0.012) 0.071(-0.001) 0.069(-0.023) 
^3 0.091 (-0.060) 0.091 (-0.044) 0.090(-0.052) 
$4 0.080(-0.034) 0.081 (-0.019) 0.080(-0.034) 
7 0.028(-0.003) 0.028(-0.003) 0.029(-0.003) 
^2 0.065(-0.006) 0.067( 0.004) 0.065(-0.016) 
*3 0.083(-0.052) 0.084(-0.035) 0.083(-0.037) 
$4 0.076(-0.041) 0.077(-0.026) 0.077(-0.033) 
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Table 6, Comparisons of MSE(bias) for ^22 
in the imivariate model (1000 samples) 
n r $ ML REML INITIAL 
25 5 $1 0.084(0.206) 0.100(0.229) 0.112(-0.036) 
$2 0.311(0.069) 0.355(0.140) 0.356(-0.092) 
$3 0.343(0.108) 0.397(0.184) 0.399(-0.099) 
$4 0.283(0.130) 0.322(0.199) 0.327(-0.089) 
7 0.062(0.167) 0.076(0.188) 0.093(-0.055) 
$2 0.297(0.038) 0.336(0.109) 0.333(-0.079) 
#3 0.332(0.100) 0.384(0.176) 0.332(-0.072) 
^4 0.315(0.128) 0.367(0.197) 0.345(-0.059) 
100 5 0.021(0.099) 0.022(0.103) 0.031(-0.016) 
$2 0.089(0.029) 0.092(0.047) 0.092(-0.014) 
^3 0.093(0.047) 0.098(0.065) 0.107(-0.032) 
$4 0.085(0.068) 0.090(0.085) 0.095(-0.021) 
7 0.017(0.091) 0.019(0.096) 0.026(-0.005) 
^2 0.075(0.010) 0.077(0.028) 0.079(-0.019) 
$3 0.085(0.045) 0.088(0.063) 0.091 (-0.022) 
$4 0.073(0.052) 0.076(0.068) 0.083(-0.025) 
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Table 7. Comparisons of MSE(bias) for 
in the univariate model (1000 samples) 
n r $ ML REML INITIAL 
25 5 0.040(-0.135) 0.037(-0.120) 0.042(0) 
^2 0.035(-0.111) 0.033(-0.097) 0.040(0) 
^3 0.033(-0.102) 0.031(-0.090) 0.038(0) 
^4 0.036(-0.123) 0.034(-0.110) 0.039(0) 
7 0.021(-0.080) 0.020(-0.070) 0.021(0) 
$2 0.019(-0.070) 0.018(-0.061) 0.020(0) 
#3 0.018(-0.067) 0.018(-0.059) 0.019(0) 
$4 0.021(-0.079) 0.020(-0.070) 0.022(0) 
100 5 0.010(-0.055) 0.010(-0.057) 0.011(0) 
$2 0.008(-0.039) 0.008(-0.036) 0.010(0) 
$3 0.008(-0.037) 0.008(-0.034) 0.010(0) 
$4 0.009(-0.052) 0.008(-0.049) 0.010(0) 
7 0.005(-0.037) 0.005(-0.035) 0.005(0) 
$2 0.005(-0.023) 0.005(-0.021) 0.005(0) 
$3 0.004(-0.023) 0.004(-0.022) 0.005(0) 
$4 0.004(-0.028) 0.004(-0.026) 0.005(0) 
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Figure 1. Box plots of three estimates of cpn when n = 25 and r = 5 
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Figure 4. Box plots of three estimates of cr^ when n = 25 and r = 5 
o 
for 4 different ^ (#i, #2, ^ 3, and $4 in order). 
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Simulation 2. 
Consider the partially balanced multivariate model (3.14). For the model matri­
ces X and Z, those used in Simulation 1 were used. The covariate is set to one 
so that only the overall mean is fitted for the random coefficients Aj. The value of 
B and E[Ai] = T are 
B = 
1 1 
, r = 
1 1 2 
The nimiber of individuals is set t o n  =  20, and the nimiber of repeated measures 
is set to r = 5. We considered bivariate responses with p = 2, and set S = I2. 
Because p = 2 and g = 3, the dimension of # is 6 x 6. The following two cases of 
# were considered: 
' ' 2 0 0 ^  
^1 = 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
(8) 
$2 = 
2 0 0 
0 2 1.8 
0 1.8 2 
1 0 
0 0 
I \ 
1 0.7 
0.7 1 
For $1, one of the two response variables does not have random coefficients 
the linear and quadratic random effects have no variabiUty over individuals. 
and 
For 
$2) the random coefficients for the two response variables may be highly corre­
lated, and the linear and quadratic random coefficients are correlated. Note that 
ranfc(#i) = 1 and #2 is nonsingtilar. For each of the two # matrices, 200 samples 
were generated using normal Ej and Aj, For each sample, the three-fold and the 
two-fold ML algorithms given in Section 3.3 were apphed. Table 8 presents a sum­
mary of the total number of all iterations, the maximum number of sub iterations 
for the two-fold algorithm and of sub-sub iterations for the three-fold algorithm, 
and the niunber of the main-iterations. For all 200 samples, without any step-size 
adjustment, both the three-fold and two-fold algorithms converged within a rea­
sonable number of iterations. The convergence criterion was 10~® for any function 
difference. The three-fold method does not decrease the number of main-iterations, 
but does not increase the total niunber of iterations significantly, as compared to 
the two-fold. Either method seems stable and effective for practical use. Table 9 
presents the rank of the ML estimates of $. The three-fold and two-fold algorithms 
gave identical estimates for essentially all samples. For each parametrization, only 
0.5 percent of samples have full rank estimates. Generally, the rank deficiency of 
the estimates of $ is substantial. It is expected that as the dimension of $ increases 
the probabihty of a singular estimate or large rank deficiency increases. Thus, for 
multivariate problems, algorithms without special attention to siich possibilities 
should not be used. 
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Table 8. The number of iterations and the reink of ML estimates 
of # in the multivariate model (percentage) 
$2 
Three-fold Two-fold Three-fold Two-fold 
< 50 4.5 16.5 4.5 27.0 
Total < 100 87.0 82.0 90.5 73.0 
> 100 8.5 1.5 5.0 0.0 
< 5 100.0 2.5 100.0 3.5 
Max < 10 0.0 97.5 0.0 96.5 
> 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
< 5 12.5 13.0 6.5 6.5 
Main < 10 87.0 86.5 93.5 93.5 
> 10 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 
Table 9. The rank of ML estimates 
of $ in the multivariate 
model (percentage) 
Rank True 
2 3 4 5 6 Rank 
3.0 44.0 44.5 8.0 0.5 1 
$2 0.0 7.5 56.5 35.5 0.5 6 
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Simulation 3. 
To investigate the properties of the test procedures in Chapter 4, consider a 
simple univariate model 
Yi — Irj "I" «2i + ei, i = (5.2) 
\ri / 
where 
ei ~ iV(0,a%), 
f \ U u  
~  N { 0 , ^ ) .  
U2i 
Set cr^ = 0 and n = 50. The 50 individuals are split to two groups of 25 each, and 
we set Tj = 3 for one group and r, = 4 for the other. Consider the mill hypothesis 
that Uu = 0 with probabiUty one, i.e., that 
(  1  o ) ^  
^  v » /  
The following foiu: true values of $ were used; 
= 0. 
= 
a, = 
0 0 ^ 
0 1 
0.5 0.5 
0.5 1 
$2 = 
$4 = 
0 0 ^  
0 2 
1 2 
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Note that and #2 correspond to the null hjrpothesis, and that $3 and $4 rep­
resent alternatives. For this set-up, 1000 samples were generated for each . For 
model (5.2), the treinsformation test of Section 4.2 and the Wald type test of Sec­
tion 4.3 are identical, because model (5.2) does not have fixed effects. In general, 
the Wald type test is more powerful than the transformation test, and the trans­
formation test has some limitation in terms of applicabiUty due to the degrees of 
freedom restriction. For this simulation, the identical exact size test is refered to 
as the Wald type test. In addition, the EGLS test of Section 4.4 was appUed to 
each sample. The asymptotic theory for the EGLS test justifies the use of a chi-
square distribution cut-off point with piq\n = 50 degrees of freedom. The actual 
significance level of such a test can be inflated in finite samples. Thus, in addi­
tion to the Wald type test and the EGLS test with the chi-square approximation, 
we consider a modified EGLS test where the EGLS statistic is compared to piqin 
times F cut-off points with pi^in = 50 and pi X)"=i — Pi(,k + qs) — piqin = 125 
degrees of freedom. The latter degrees of freedom corresponds to the error degrees 
of freedom for the EGLS fitting. Table 10 presents the percentage of the times each 
of the three tests rejects the null hypothesis over 1,000 samples. Since the Wald 
tj^e test is an exact test, such a percentage is theoretically 5% for #1 and $2- The 
power of the Wald test is rather modest partly because the alternatives are close 
to the null. The significance level of 11-12% for the immodified EGLS test may 
be too large for practical use. Larger sample sizes are suggested for the use of the 
immodified EGLS. On the other hand, the use of the F modification improves the 
accuracy of the significance level in finite samples. The approximate type I error 
of 8% as compared to the nonadnal 5% may not be considered grossly misleading. 
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With this modification, the power against the alternatives #3 and $4 is still much 
larger than that of the Wald type test. However, the computation required for 
the two-step EGLS produce is nontrivial and may make the test less practical as 
a quick check of the model assvanptions. Despite the moderate power, the exact 
significance level and the very simple required computation are appealing points of 
the Wald type test as a practical tool for testing the random coefficient structiure 
quickly, especially in the model building stage of the analysis. 
Table 10. Percentage of rejecting 
the null at 0.05 level. 
Wald EGLS EGLSl" 
$1 5.0 12.6 8.4 
^2 5.0 11.0 7.7 
25.2 64.8 51.1 
^4 60.8 95.6 92.8 
a ; Modified EGLS test 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
For the general mnltivaxiate random coefficient model, we considered two prob­
lems; estimation with special attention to the parameter space restriction, and 
testing for the random coeffiicient variability. For the first problem, the likelihood-
based estimation procedures and a noniterative simple estimation procedure were 
proposed and discussed for the general model and its various special cases. The 
second problem was addressed by developing three procedures for testing an appro­
priate hypothesis. All the suggested procedures were numerically examined using 
simulation studies. 
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